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Points to Be Covered in This 
Session
♦My ABS work
♦GTASA involvement
♦Free data on the ABS website
♦ABS products
♦Census for Schools
♦Social atlases
♦GTASA Social Atlas Resource Kit
♦CLIB 2001



Other Talking Points
♦SLA maps
♦SuperTable
♦Basic Community Profiles
♦Contacting the ABS
♦National Education Services Unit
♦CProfile 2001
♦Australian Social Trends 
♦ABS plans for the 2006 Census??



Demonstrations

♦Census for Schools aka CDATA 2001
♦Basic Community Profiles 
♦Selecting geographic areas
♦Selecting your data
♦Creating a thematic map
♦Creating a spreadsheet for a group of areas 

and ranking them



Census for Schools (Continued) 
♦ Example: Creating a population density map of 

the suburbs of Adelaide
♦ Call the geography group “SA suburbs”
♦ Call the data group “Total Persons”
♦ Create report
♦ Create a new data item to calculate the ratio of 

persons to area
♦ Create the thematic map
♦ Customise the legend



The ABS Social Atlas Series
♦ The Adelaide Social Atlas is one of a series of 

atlases of Australian capital cities
♦ It contains maps illustrating a range of social, 

demographic and economic characteristics of the 
population of Adelaide using data collected in the 
2001 Census of Population and Housing

♦ The region mapped in the Adelaide atlas 
comprises the Urban Centres of Adelaide, Crafers-
Bridgewater and Gawler





























Demonstrations (Continued)
♦ CLIB 2001
♦ Available in public libraries and school 

community libraries (SA only?)
♦ Training notes are on the ABS website
♦ Australian examples
♦ How many people born in China were in the ACT 

on Census night in 2001?
♦ How many five year olds were there in QLD on 

Census night in 2001?



CLIB 2001 (Continued)
♦SA examples
♦How many people in the suburb of Aldinga 

Beach, SA, stated their religion as 
“Salvation Army” on Census night?

♦How many people in Adelaide arrived in 
Australia in 1998?

♦How many 15-24 year olds were counted on 
Census night in the combined suburbs of 
Largs Bay and Peterhead, SA?


